EVE CONSCIOUSNESS CONFERENCE
LUGANO, SWITZERLAND

Conference Itinerary, January, 2018
Thursday – Introduction to E.V.E Consciousness:
7 – 9pm
•

•
•
•
•

The first evening will kick off the E.V.E Consciousness Conference with on overview:
Basic Introduction to E.V.E Consciousness - Learn of the three stages of consciousness evolution,
how traditional views and religious progression fit into these stages, and how the three stages
are now integrated into a new beginning for humanity. Gain understanding that integrates the
Biblical journey into a broader context that shows a Grand Scheme which puts religious,
consciousness, scientific and spiritual teachings into one greater whole that makes sense of
them all.
Past, present and future - View for the future… where humanity is going.
The times we are in, and why NOW is the activation time for E.V.E Consciousness
Why tools are necessary, How healing therapies and energy modalities help (participating local
practitioners and guest presenters give 10 min presentations each)
the Great Invocation
This introductory evening will be open to the public.
** The beginnings: E.V.E Consciousness revealed – how this information came through over 17
years, and why now is the time

Friday – DAY 1 Polarity Consciousness:
9am - 12pm, 2pm – 6pm
CHOICE, LIGHT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The launching of the human soul journey: Adam, Eve, Eden and The Serpent
Explore the challenges, pain and gifts that come from the first stage of our evolutionary journey
as souls on earth.
Judgement, Justice and Polarity
Tools to transcend polarity mind habits, creating new Neural Pathways
Going into the wounds, Feel it to Heal it
Turing S-C-A-R-E-D into S-A-C-R-E-D
Release of the Curse – Energetic Cutting Away of the “Curse” implant
Modern Hypnosis and Freeing the Entrapped Mind – Duffy Glazer
Polarity and the Old Testament
The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil – it’s gifts and challenges for growth
Transcend the victim perception, release the polarity veil, activate the gifts of polarity
Understanding God in masculine: Father God within
“Sacred Justice” - Jessica Copeland
The Serpentine Path - Jessica Copeland

Polarity Programming in the BODY/mind – what role the nervous system plays
Tools for polarity transcension – NSA, NLP, SRI, Hypnotherapy, etc – 45 min presentation (including
Duffy Glazer) with demo

Saturday – DAY 2 Christ Consciousness:
Participants break into 3 groups, each having excursion to Milan for visit to Last Supper Meditation and
viewing of The Last Supper, Milan Cathedral. Staggered Christ Consciousness Teachings and Activation
for each of the 3 groups when at conference room in Lugano

Karma – enabling others when we do not hold them accountable
The effects of thought: on Cells (epigenetics), on Water (Dr Emoto Noble Peace Prize Winner)

FORGIVENESS, LOVE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Name of Christ, the role of Christ
Movement from Mind into the Heart – Being “born again”
Unveiling the Jesus/Yeshua Within
Activating Christos, the Inner Christ
Understanding God in feminine: Christos - Christ within you
Divine Feminine through the church - Mother Mary
Mary Magdalene and the Holy Grail
Accessing and Opening your Inner Holy Grail

•
•
•
•

Relaxing to receive
The new Justice of the Heart: Unconditional Love Power – how to achieve it
Listening through the heart: the new perspective of life
Circumcision of the heart: the Biblical view

Ritual, Activation, Ceremony, Conscious Communion/Sacred Sacrament – an old ritual with new
meaning and power

Sunday – Day 3 E.V.E Consciousness
9am – 12pm, 2:00 – 5:30pm After 5:30 – Private Sessions
CREATION, POWER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The new era of Divine Power within
Einstein and beyond - The Science of the Vibrational You, the Vibrational World, The Field
The Science of Thoughts as Things
Frequency Matters – The God Frequency
Responsibility of E.V.E – mastery of your Energetic Vibrational Escrow
A.L.I.G.N.ment for Thought-Form Creation
Release of restrictions on thought
Creating the neural pathways of Faith
Handling the Light with ease
Embracing the past, the new era of consciousness perception that changes lives, memories,
reality
Everyday life with Sacred Awareness – Antonella Lo Re
The Technology of Faith: FAITH-FOCUS and your inner abilities
The scriptural path to E.V.E Enlightenment
Intercourse between the masculine and feminine energies
Newbirth: CREATION
Putting it all into Action - Creating your personal Cosmic Order – AND having it delivered
The role of Saints, Sages and Angels – Communicating with unseen friends (and loved ones)
E.V.E-olutionary thinking, revolutionary planetary changes

E.V.E Teachings inspired through Dr. Leslie Wells

POST CONFERENCE EXCURSIONS
After the three-day conference there will be three life-changing excursions available, including:
http://www.eveconsciousness.com/lugano/zermattflyer.pdf
http://www.eveconsciousness.com/lugano/lasaintebaumeflyer.pdf
http://www.eveconsciousness.com/lugano/romeflyer.pdf

